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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y829 - Christmas Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y829

Subtlety Y829 - Christmas Green
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y832 - Dark Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y832

Subtlety Y832 - Dark Green
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y838 - Dark Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y838

Subtlety Y838 - Dark Sea Green
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y878 - Maize
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y878

Subtlety Y878 - Maize
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y892 - Light Taupe
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y892

Subtlety Y892 - Light Taupe
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y914 - Lite Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y914

Subtlety Y914 - Lite Antique Blue
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y916 - Dark Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y916

Subtlety Y916 - Dark Antique Blue
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y935 - Lite Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y935

Subtlety Y935 - Lite Amethyst
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Subtlety

Subtlety Y936 - Medium Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-Y936

Subtlety Y936 - Medium Amethyst
Subtlety® from Rainbow Gallery is a very tightly
twisted silk pearl floss, close in size to pearl cotton
#12. The tight twist gives it a very sharp and crisp
appearance, so it's highly recommended to maintain
the twist, while stitching, so that the floss does not
knot up on the back of the canvas. Subtlety is dye
matched to the colors of the Splendor, Grandeur and
Elegance threads, as well to that of the other silks
from this brand, so it can be used in conjunction with
them, to give your needlework projects even more
texture. Subtlety® is perfect for fine counted
needlework and Hardanger and, thanks to its very
strong fiber, is also ideal in pulled work, where it can
be used without breaking.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.74 (incl. VAT)
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